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Background

Results

Parents receive conflicting information on the benefits and
burdens of children’s technology use, especially novel
technologies such as digital home assistants.
As voice technologies continue to improve, voice assistants
such as Siri, Alexa, Google Now, and Cortana are becoming
everyday friends to many consumers.
Human-computer interaction researchers have shown that
many families are incorporating digital home assistants into their
family living environment with children at a young age.
Several researchers have leveraged the depth and breadth of
Amazon product reviews to gain insights into user perceptions
and use of technologies such as digital home assistants, but the
parent perspective is still under-explored.
We contribute an empirical family-centered understanding
of the benefits and burdens of digital home assistants.

Benefits: Families use Echo products mostly for entertainment
such as music. The voice interface of Amazon Echo provides
autonomy to children and adults with mixed abilities…
Autonomy: “My 5 year old, who has a
language delay and isn't very easy
to understand, can even ask her what
time it is and 7/10 times she'll
understand.”

What benefits and burdens do parents perceive of digital
home assistants?

Methods
To understand parents’ perspectives of the burdens and benefits of
Echo devices, we:
1) analyzed relevant Amazon Echo product reviews
• scraped and filtered all reviews posted on Amazon.com
before 6/27/18 using keywords including: kid, year, child,
son, daughter, and grand
• excluded reviews with less than 100 characters
• conducted a content analysis and a thematic analysis of 205
randomly selected reviews of the set of 7,200 filtered reviews
2) deployed a User Benefit and Burden Survey to 100 parents on
Amazon Mechanical Turk to explore their perspectives of Amazon
Echo digital home assistants
• leveraged Suh et al.’s User Burden scale
• replicated it to assess user benefit
• asked open-ended questions regarding the burdens and
benefits and their Amazon Echo device(s)

Autonomy: “My child can
operate it and control things.”

Social connection within the home and outside of the home is also a
popular use for Echo devices, as 24.4% of family users mentioned
their use of “Drop-In.” This feature also provides physical
benefits…
Source: Amazon

Research Question

Experience: “We use it more for
entertainment than to help us.”

Figure 1: Amazon Echo Product
Review Code Book Results
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Figure 2: Perceived Burdens
and Benefits of Echo
devices (from 205 reviews)

Experience/Usage: "I am still learning
what Alexa can do and how to get the
most information from her. Yes, I am
guilty of thanking her for answering
questions and solving family debates. I
am growing in confidence as Alexa grows
in knowledge. [5 stars, Echo Dot]"
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Family Amazon Echo Usage vs. General
Consumers
Manage a to-do list
Provide traffic information
Connect to paid music service
Add item to shopping list
Control smart lights
Tell a joke
Check the time
Set an alarm
Read the news
Play a song
Set a timer

Privacy: “I am
concerned about
privacy.”

Autonomy/Usage: “They fight over who talks to her”

Financial:
“Upfront cost”
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Social: “It brings us
together when we
listen to jokes and play
around with it”

Burdens: A common burden for families was Alexa’s inability to
understand several voices at once, as children often fight over
whose turn it is to make commands. Also, parents lack
recommendations on suggested use per day because voice
interactions are incredibly different from screen time.

Figure 3: Survey results compared to 2016 Experian study
regarding device use
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Physical: “A huge bonus is the drop in feature.
Umm...HELLO HOME INTERCOM SYSTEM!! Do
you know how easy it is to talk to the kids in the
basement while I’m upstairs!? No more yelling
:) [5 stars, Echo Dot]”

Time: “I like it because it
helps keep me on time
and if I am on time, the
family is on time.”
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Physical: “The only wish I have is that she
was portable (outside and in the car)
without various "workarounds" I've read
about, Other than that, it's pretty amazing.
[5 stars, Echo]”

Time: “We have to worry about
our eldest playing around with
it when she should be doing
her homework.”

Usage: “Sometimes my child
spends a lot of time with it”

General Consumers- Experian (2016)
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